The Tech Extra.
FOOTBALL SUPPLEMENT.

Williams Whitewashed!

TECH. TOUCHDOWNS.

TECH. 22; WILLIAMS 0.

Contagious Cheering Characterizes Each Pretty Play.

The Triumphant Team Taken by the Trans-ported Throng and Carried Conquerors from the Campus.

SATURDAY seems to be the day par excellence for football. It is therefore only the most absolute necessity that will allow the managers of a team to have any game, especially one of a championship series, scheduled for any other day of the week. Saturday afternoon every one is free, and the student seeks relaxation from his studies in amusement; and if a game of football is going on he is sure to be present. Other week-days studies frequently press hard, and many cannot attend. The fates had, however, decreed that we should play Williams Wednesday, and so all was got ready, and a sufficiently large assembly to pay expenses hoped for. The game was advertised to be called at 3 p.m.

The Stevens-Dartmouth game, resulting in a score of thirty to nothing in favor of Stevens, had lent a peculiar interest to the Tech-Williams game; for should Williams win she would tie Dartmouth for first place, and should Tech. beat she would tie Dartmouth for first place, provided she should beat Stevens the Saturday following.

Therefore, at about half past one the crowd began to arrive, and from that hour until the close of the first half the ticket sellers had their hands full in supplying admission. The appearance of the Williams eleven rather discouraged the well-wishers of Tech., and caused the Harvard medics, present in large numbers, to smile and to wager.

Presently the Tech. eleven appeared, wearing large coats over their sweaters. Some fifteen minutes were passed in limbering up before the game, in passing the ball to and fro, and running.

Soon the cry of "Off the field" was heard, and the "coppers" pushed all back of the line, except the two elevens, the referee, and the reporters.